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A  transparent  force  sensing  array  with  low  power  consumption  is  developed  from  a  3 ×  3 liquid  crystal
(LC)  array.  As  force  is applied  to the LC array,  the  force-dependent  capacitance  curve of  a sensor  pixel
under a  higher  voltage  will  shift  to larger  capacitance.  Accordingly,  the  force  range  of  the LC  array  can  be
divided  into  many  sub-ranges  at one  of the  capacitance  values.  The  number  of the  input  voltage  is equal
vailable online xxx
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to that  of  the output  capacitance  in  each  of  the  sub-ranges,  and  the  voltage-to-capacitance  number  is
small  (large)  in  the high  (low)-force  sub-range.  The  sensing  array measures  force  in  terms  of  the  voltage-
to-capacitance  number.  The  transparent  force  sensing  array  shows  potential  as  a touch  panel,  while  it
is immune  to the  need  of rectifying  the  nonlinear  relation  between  the  applied  force  and  the  output
capacitance  using  complex  algorithm  via  high-end  microcontrollers.
ransparent

. Introduction

Touch panels have attracted considerable attention in mobile
evices due to their intuitive operation and immunity to use any
dditional input devices such as mice or keyboards. Recently, in-cell
ouch technology which integrates touch devices into liquid crystal
LC) panels has been proposed [1–6]. This technology brings the LC
anels with touch function and makes the touch LC panels slim and

ightweightover add-on-type touch panels since it does not need
o bind and assemble the touch devices and LC panels. The touch
C panels detect force through the measurement of light intensity,
esistance or capacitance, and these approaches still exhibit many
hallenges on resolution, reliability, fabrication, and low power
onsumption. Up to now, mobile devices such as smart phones and
ablet personal computers could not sustain a long-term operation
ime because the touch LC panels in the mobile device consume

ost of battery energy. An intriguing approach to extend the oper-
tion time of a mobile device is to develop touch LC panels with
ow power consumption for mobile devices.

In this paper, we develop an LC cell with elastic spacers for
nvestigation of the dependence of capacitance versus force under
arious bias voltages. By using a gray scale sensing concept, the LC

ell provides the information of gray scale number, giving voltage-
o-capacitance relationship, derived from the force-dependent
apacitance curve to measure objects of mass ranging from 0 to

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +65 6516 2244; fax: +65 6516 7912.
E-mail address: elelc@nus.edu.sg (C. Lee).

924-4247/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

14.3 g. As such, it avoids a need to rectify the nonlinear relation
between the applied force and the output capacitance using com-
plex algorithm via high-end microcontrollers [7,8]. Because of no
microcontroller used, the proposed LC cell has potential to be devel-
oped into a touch panel with low power consumption. A 3 × 3
array by the dependence is made to demonstrate its commercial-
ization viability. The LC array can determine force up to 360 mN
and provides several promising features such as transparency, easy
fabrication, low cost, and low power consumption.

2. Preparation of LC cell and array

An LC cell with elastic spacers is used to study the dependence
of capacitance on force at the various voltages. The LCs are used
because its capacitance can be controlled by varying the applied
voltage to it. The elastic spacers are used to enhance the defor-
mation of the cell gap in order to obtain the obvious variation in
the capacitance of the LC cell. An empty cell is fabricated using an
indium tin oxide (ITO) glass and an ITO polyester (PET) film, and
they are separated by two elastic spacers of approximately 33 �m
thick, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The ITO glass and PET film are pre-coated
by polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and rubbed in anti-parallel directions to
form a homogeneously aligned cell. The elastic spacers are made
from a mixture of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) prepolymer and
its curing agent (Sylgard 184A and 184B, Dow Corning Co.) at a

ratio of 10:1. After that, LCs (E7, Merck Co.) are injected into the
empty cell. To frame the LCs, epoxy glue is used to seal the LC cell.
Finally, the homogeneous alignment in the LC cell is verified using
a conoscope.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2012.10.031
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09244247
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/sna
mailto:elelc@nus.edu.sg
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the nonlinear correspondence using complex algorithm via high-
end microcontrollers [7,8]. Such calibration procedures lead the LC
cell to consume a lot of energy. An improved approach to reduce
ig. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of LC cell with elastic spacers. (b) Schematic diagram
f  LC array.

A 3 × 3 LC array is fabricated to realize a force sensing array.
ig. 1(b) shows the schematic diagram of the LC array. The struc-
ure of the LC array consists of a patterned ITO PET film/aligning
ayer/PDMS thin film with square holes/aligning layer/patterned
TO glass. The ITO electrode structures on the PET film are patterned
y oxalic acid with photoresist as the etching mask. Similar pattern-

ng process is also used to create the ITO electrode patterns on the
lass substrate. The PDMS film with square holes is fabricated by
U-8 mold processing, and the thickness of the film is about 65 �m.
he dimension for each hole is 2 mm × 2 mm,  and the distance
etween any two neighboring pixels is 1 mm.  The PDMS film with
he square holes plays a key role in the development of the multi-
ixel force sensing array. A common clamping method is used to
abricate the PDMS film in this study [9]. By using such method, the
imension of the square holes can be reduced to 100 �m × 100 �m

n future work [9]. The PDMS film is bonded on the ITO glass by oxy-
en plasma, and the square holes are filled with the E7 LCs. After the
TO PET is bounded on the PDMS film, the 3 × 3 LC array is formed.

The bonding of hydrophobic PDMS and hydrophilic PVA is not
ood in many cases. In our case, the oxygen plasma treatment
akes PDMS hydrophilic [10]. By using this treatment, the PDMS
olecules are able to bond with the PVA molecules due to hydrogen

onding. However, the hydrogen bonding in the LC array becomes
eak after ∼100 times of testing and induces the array to lose its

unctions. The authors will improve the samples in the future.

. Experimental setup

A force instrument with 1 mN resolution (Instron 5548) is used
o determine the force that is applied to the LC cell, as shown
n Fig. 2. A round flat-headed copper probe (diameter = 4 mm)  is

ounted on the sample holder of the force instrument so as to press
he PET film while the LC cell is fixed on the translational stage of
he instrument via a piece of double-side tape. As the LC cell touches
he copper probe by the translational stage, the sensor of the force
nstrument located at the side of the sample holder can measure
he force that is applied to the cell. Due to the adhesion force of the
ape, the weight of the device is not considered in the force mea-
urement. The capacitance is measured by an LCR meter (Agilent
284A) at an AC probe voltage (50 mV,  1 kHz) superimposed on a
C driving voltage.

. Results and discussion
Fig. 3 shows the force-dependent capacitance curves of the
C cell at the various voltages, V = 0 V, 1.0 V, 1.8 V, 2.0 V, 2.2 V,
.4 V, 2.6 V, and 2.8 V. In the each case of the applied voltages, the
apacitance of the LC cell increases with the force exerted by the
Fig. 2. Experimental setup for the dependence of capacitance on force at the various
voltages.

copper probe on the PET film. This is attributed to the fact that the
LC cell can act as a plate capacitor. The capacitance formula for the
LC cell is expressed as:

C = εeff
A

d
(1)

where εeff is the effective dielectric constant of the LCs; A and d refer
to the area and thickness of the LC cell, respectively. As the force is
applied to the LC cell, the thickness (area) of the LC cell decreases
(increases) since the LCs are incompressible and the PDMS spacer
is elastic. Accordingly, an increase in the force makes the capac-
itance larger. Regarding the force-dependent capacitance curves
at V = 0 V and 1 V are superimposed because the threshold voltage
of the LC cell is close to 1.0 V [11]. The LC cell can measure force
because the capacitance of the cell changes upon touching it. When
there is no applied voltage, the sensitivity in force is 0.34%/mN
for the LC cell. The force sensitivity derived in our investigated LC
cell is higher than those reported data, i.e., 0.016%/mN [12] and
0.19%/mN [13]. However, the LC cell is unlikely to be commer-
cially successful products since the relation between the input force
and the output capacitance requires a calibration process to rectify
Fig. 3. Force-dependent capacitance curves of the LC cell at the various voltages.
The  inset shows 7 continuing sub-ranges from I to VII as C = 484 pF is set as the
maximum.
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Table  1
Boundaries for the 7 force sub-ranges.

IV V VI VII
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future study, the cell gap could be reduced so as to achieve a faster
response time.
Sub-region I II III 

Boundaries (mN) 0 < F ≤ 34 34 < F ≤ 65 65 < F ≤ 87 

he power consumption of the LC cell will be presented in next
aragraph.

In experiments, we observed that the capacitance signal changes
nto a resistive nature due to the contact of the two conductive sub-
trates, when the applied force is larger than 140 mN.  Therefore,
he maximum detectable force for the LC cell is 140 mN  based on
ur current setup. The limitation on the force sensing range may
e overcame by using a different ratio of PDMS prepolymer and its
uring agent, as the Young’s moduli of the polymer mixture changes
ccording to the composition in it [14]. The force-dependent capac-
tance curve shifts to larger capacitance with the increase of the
pplied voltage in Fig. 3. It is attributed to the fact that the effec-
ive dielectric constant of the LCs can be controlled by varying the
pplied voltage. The effective dielectric constant of the LCs, εeff, can
e written as:

eff(�) = ε⊥ sin2 � + ε// cos2 � (2)

here � is the angle between the probe electric field and the LC
irector; ε⊥ and ε// are the dielectric constants in directions per-
endicular and parallel to the probe electrical field. As a DC voltage

s applied to the LC cell, the AC probe electrical field experiences an
ncrement of the effective dielectric constant of the LCs. This is due
o the LC director being reoriented toward the direction parallel to
he AC electrical field. Therefore, an increase in the applied volt-
ge makes the force-dependent capacitance curve rising. The force
ensing range from 0 to 140 mN can be divided into many con-
inuing sub-ranges at one of the capacitance values. For example,
he LC cell exhibits 7 continuing sub-ranges (the inset of Fig. 3),
here the maximum value of capacitance is set as 484 pF which

efers to the conditions of V = 0 V and the maximum force that the
C cell can afford. In each of the 7 sub-ranges, the number of the
nput voltage is equal to that of the output capacitance, and the
oltage-to-capacitance number is small (large) in the large (small)-
orce sub-range. Thus the voltage-to-capacitance number is taken
s a gray scale sensing approach to estimate the applied force with
easonable resolution. Table 1 lists the boundaries for the 7 force
ub-ranges. These boundaries are determined by measuring the
orces, which corresponds to C = 484 pF at V = 0, 1.8, 2.0, 2.2, 2.4,
.6, and 2.8.

Fig. 4 illustrates the force measurement of 2.0, 10.0 and 12.6-
 objects. The measurement is performed by the LCR meter and a
omputer with the LabVIEW software. The code in the LabVIEW
rogram instructs the LCR meter to apply the 7 voltages to the LC
ell, and it receives the voltage-dependent capacitance from the
CR meter. If the capacitance is larger than 484 pF, the program
ill regard it as 0 pF. As such, the voltage-to-capacitance number

an be obtained from the LabVIEW program. The round flat-headed
opper probe (mass: 0.6 g) is used to load the three objects with
ifferent areas in order to hold the same contact area as the setup
f Fig. 2. In Fig. 4, the voltage-to-capacitance numbers are 7, 4 and 1
or the 2.0 g, 10.0 g and 12.6 g objects, respectively. According to the
nset of Fig. 3 and Table 1, the numbers 7, 4 and 1 correspond to the
orce regions I (0–34 mN), IV (87–107 mN)  and VII (126–140 mN),
espectively. The gravitational forces associated with the weights
f 2.0, 10.0 and 12.6-g objects added on the 0.6-g copper probe

re about 25.5, 103.4 and 129.4 mN,  which are within the region
, IV and VII, respectively. This result indicates that the LC-based
orce sensor can measure normal force by identifying the voltage-
o-capacitance number. When more voltage-to-capacitance curves
Fig. 4. Measurement of 2.0, 10.0 and 12.6-g objects by the LC-based force sensor. A
0.6-g copper probe is used to load the objects.

are investigated for applied voltages between 1.0 V and 2.8 V, it may
enhance the resolution of force measurement in this method. The
measurement avoids a need to create a function for transferring the
capacitance into the force.

As there is no force applied to the LC cell with 33-�m-thick cell
gap, the measured response time values (equal to the addition of
the decay time and the rise time) are 1.75 s and 1.23 s at V = 1.8 and
2.8 V, respectively (not shown herein). The two experimental val-
ues approach the theoretical response times [15], 1.58 s at V = 1.8 V
and 1.10 s at V = 2.8 V, where the LCs used for calculation is Merck
E7 whose physical parameters are listed as follows: rotation viscos-
ity �1 = 140 mPa  s, bend elastic constant K33 = 17 pN, and dielectric
anisotropy �ε  = 13.8. Although the measured response time of the
LC cell is slow under no force, it is fast when a force is applied
to the cell. It is attributed the fact that the decay time of the LC
cell is directly proportionate to the square of the cell gap [15]. In
Fig. 5. Force-dependent capacitance curves of the 9 pixels, where the 9 voltages are
applied to the pixels individually. The inset shows 9 continuing sub-ranges from i
to  ix as C = 6.3 pF is set as the maximum.
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Fig. 6. Force measurement by the 3 × 3

. Application

The 3 × 3 LC array is used to demonstrate its commercializa-
ion viability. Fig. 5 shows the force-dependent capacitance curves
f the 9 pixels, where 9 voltages, V = 0 V, 2.0 V, 2.2 V, 2.4 V, 2.6 V,
.8 V, 3.0 V, 3.5 V and 4.0 V, are applied to the pixels individually.
hese curves are obtained by the LCR meter and force instrument.

 square flat-headed metal probe (side length = 10 mm)  is used to
ress the 9 pixels. The result of Fig. 5 is similar to that of Fig. 3, and

t demonstrates that the LC array is able to act as a force sensing
rray. The maximum detectable force for the LC pixels is 360 mN
ased on the current setup. The LC array exhibits 9 continuing sub-
anges (the inset of Fig. 5) as the capacitance C = 6.3 pF is set as the
aximum value.
Fig. 6 illustrates the force measurement results of the LC array.

he capacitance values of the 9 pixels are measured in a one-by-
ne manner. The code in the LabVIEW program instructs the LCR
eter to apply the 9 voltages to the 9 LC pixels individually, while

t receives the capacitance values of the pixels from the LCR meter.
f the capacitance is large than 6.3 pF, the LabVIEW program will
egard it as 0 pF. A MATLAB program is used to transfer the modified
apacitance values into a color scale image, and the highest scale of
olor is set as 6.3 pF. In Fig. 6, there are 9, 5 and 1 colorful elements
or the forces of 50, 220 and 350 mN,  respectively. According to the
nset of Fig. 5, the 9, 5 and 1 colorful elements correspond to the
orce regions i (0–90 mN), v (200–245 mN)  and ix (340–360 mN),
espectively. This result indicates that the LC array can measure
ormal force by the color scale images.

The proposed LC cell or array needs a readout system to mea-
ure the applied force. For the 3 × 3 LC array, the readout system
hould include a capacitance measurement circuit, a voltage com-
arison circuit and a display. The capacitance measurement circuit
onverts the charge output from the LC pixels into 9 voltages [16].
he comparison circuit, which is composed of some comparators
such as LM311 and LM339), is used to compare the 9 voltages with

 specified voltage, generating the output signals. The number of
he output signals determines the applied force, and will be shown
n the display. In the reported force sensors [13–16],  the force mea-
urement needs complex algorithm by high-end microcontrollers
o rectify the nonlinear relation between the applied force and the
utput signal [7,8]. Such a measurement may  cause high power
onsumption during the dynamic detection. In this study, the pro-
osed LC cell or array which measures force by a gray scale sensing
oncept may  be low power consumption on the force measure-
ent because the readout system uses a simple hardware circuit

onsisting of comparators rather than the complex algorithm by
he high-end microcontrollers.

For the future application on the touch panels, we  need to

mprove the resolution of the pixels, including the increase of the
ixel numbers and the decrease of the pixel size. However, a higher
esolution will slow down the response time of the sensor in a spe-
ific algorithm of seeking the voltage. In order to improve this point,
ay: (a) 50 mN;  (b) 220 mN; (c) 350 mN.

the resolution of the pixels cannot be too high, while this reduc-
tion in the pixel resolution will result in a measured force accuracy
tradeoff. Fortunately, the pixel resolution and the force accuracy
just need to meet the fingers because they are always used to touch
the panel.

6. Conclusions

This work provides an improved approach to reduce the power
consumption of the LC cell and array because they avoid a need
of using a high-end microcontroller to rectify the nonlinear rela-
tion between the applied force and the output capacitance. The
LC cell measures the mass of objects from 0 to 14.3 g, while the
LC array can determine the applied force up to 360 mN.  Both of
them measure force based on the gray scale sensing mechanism in
terms of voltage-capacitance number. Furthermore, the LC array
demonstrates its commercialization viability by transferring the
voltage-capacitance number into the color scale image. The LC cell
and array provide several advantages such as transparency, easy
fabrication and low cost; they have potential to be developed into
touch panels with low power consumption for next generation
operating systems.
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